Structural and clinical consequences of activation loop mutations in class III receptor tyrosine kinases.
Mutations within the activation loop of members of the class III receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) subfamily, which includes KIT, PDGFRA, and FLT3, have been observed in multiple human tumor types. These mutations confer constitutive activation as well as resistance to the type II tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) that are currently clinically available, such as imatinib and sunitinib. It is now understood that activation loop mutations in class III RTKs shift the activation state equilibrium away from inactive states, to which type II TKIs bind, to the active state by destabilizing the inactive conformation. Recently, type I TKIs, which can bind to active kinase conformations, have been developed with specificity for class III RTK members. Some type I TKIs, such as crenolanib and avapritinib (BLU-285), have entered clinical studies for patients with activation loop mutations in KIT, PDGFRA, or FLT3. Preliminary results suggest that these type I TKIs show activity in these patient populations that previously lacked effective treatments. This article reviews the inactive and active structures of KIT, PDGFRA, and FLT3, how the mutations seen in human cancers affect kinase structure, and the clinical implications of these mutations in terms of type I vs. type II TKI binding.